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About This Game

Tower defence with classic gameplay.
Build towers to protect your base from lots of enemies.

- 30 temathic levels
- Ugly models

- Destructible enemies body
- Blood

- Trash and hell

Develop by professional programmers.
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This game its very good, i'm recommended everyone. This game is simply fun. It might seem a little repetative but the bosses
are unique and so are the weapons and pets. It's one of those level one then go one to level two type games. You can also choose
paths at times. And the secrets are cool too. The levels are sort of challenging because you have a hunger bar which is also you
health. (You don't need food for the boss fights.) Sometimes your saying what the heck is that! And sometimes your like OH
CRAP NOOOOOOO!!! This is all my opinion. You don't have to follow this if you don't want to. But I think it is worth $10.00.
:). A smash clone that still feels like a unique experience. Although the roster is small the characters have a large variety of play
styles. The game-play offers a deep experience with each character having their own unique mechanics that can take a while to
master.. Game of Thrones is a basic game, with rpg like elements based on choices. The game has great deal of story, and
canon. It is certainly recommended for the fans of the books/tv show. This Game could have more to it, however considering it
is derived from a mobile app store, it is pretty good.
8/10. cool game you guys made! I found some issues though. When playing with a Vive, the controllers dont line up with how
I'm holding my hands. I've seen similar issues in other games, and it was due to the game being configured for Rift controllers.
If you could add an option to switch to a vive configuration (rotate hands about 45 degrees) that'd be great!

Also, controlls became unresponsive when I reached a certain point in the game, the juggernaut scene. At first I can fire my
weapons, but they dont seem to have any affect, then when I unavoidably die, I cant select anything in the menu (retry/exit) and
have to kill the game.. You just need open the game for 2 or 3 hours and watch the achievements popped
ez. First of all great game. It reminds me of my childhood when I used to play a game in the newspaper to find clues in the
printed photo to solve a mystery. It was fun then & it is fun now.
The is do full justice with audio & graphics. If you want to enjoy the full potential than please play only hard difficulty with not
using hints.
You get 9 stories with more than 5 chapters in each story to solve, also each chapter of 1 story is interconnected.
It is must have for mystery lovers.

I would love to rate this game 4.5 out of 5.

. HELL y3ah lik3 wd2 wasnt already F****** STUNNING!!!
if you hav3 wd2 and a extr3m3ly g00d c0mput3r g3t this right g0damn now
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